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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [2], two related problems were studied for complex classical groups: 
determination of the primitive spectrum of the enveloping algebra (as a set), 
and Fourier inversion of unipotent orbital integrals. The first of these was 
solved completely (extending work of Joseph and others in SL(n, C) and 
small groups). Although our techniques presumably solve the second as well, 
up to determination of normalizing constants, we carried out the calculations 
only for special unipotent classes (see [ 181). We had, of course, tried to 
apply the same methods to the exceptional groups, but they seem to be 
inadequate. Since that work was done, however, Brylinski and Kashiwara 
and Beilinson and Bernstein have established the Kazhdan-Lusztig 
conjecture, giving character formulas for irreducible highest weight modules 
[3, 71. Because of a conjecture of Joseph proved in [24], this determines in 
principle the primitive ideals with a fixed regular integral infinitesimal 
character: they are in one-to-one correspondence with what Kazhdan and 
Lusztig call left cells in the Weyl group. However, the algorithm given by 
Kazhdan and Lusztig to compute these cells is enormously complicated, 
requiring one to compute roughly 1 I%‘]* polynomials of degrees on the order 
of half the number of positive roots. This is very unsatisfactory. However, it 
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is a consequence of the structure of the algorithm that there is an inclusion- 
reversing involution of the set of primitive ideals in question 
(Corollary 2.24); this fact, which has been noticed by many people, confirms 
a conjecture of Borho and Jantzen. It is amazingly powerful, and leads easily 
to a rough determination of the primitive ideals in the exceptional enveloping 
algebras. Our results are less satisfactory than in the classical case, but at 
least Theorem D of [2] can now be stated in general. Without recalling all 
the notation (see Section 2), this is 
THEOREM 1.1 (Theorem 2.29 below). Suppose 9 E g is a Cartan 
subalgebra, A E f)* is regular, W., is the integral Weyl group, and 
I E Prim., U(g). Then Joseph’s Gofdie rank representation a(I) E I@\ [ 161 is 
a special representation of W,, in the sense of Lusztig [ 181; and all special 
representation occur. In particular, 
1 Prim, U(g)1 = 1’ dim u. 
ozk, 
CT special 
Just as in 121, there are consequences for the Fourier inversion of 
unipotent orbital integrals; this is discussed in Section 4. Briefly, we treat all 
the unipotent orbits in exceptional groups except for three in E,; and for 
each of these, the differential operator which is needed is shown to be some 
linear combination of two specified operators. 
It is a pleasure to thank G. Lusztig yet again for his continuing assistance 
in the formulation and proofs of these results. Our calculations are based on 
a complete knowledge of how representations of exceptional Weyl groups 
restrict to parabolic subgroups; for this we have used tables prepared by 
Alvis (see 126 1: this unpublished manuscript is available from Alvis). 
2. GENERAL RESULTS AND NOTATION 
For this section, g can be any reductive complex Lie algebra. Some basic 
notation will be carrried over from [2], although we will try to repeat most 
definitions. Fix a Cartan subalgebra h c g. and a regular weight A E $*. 
Write 
x.4:3(9)-C (2.1) 
for the corresponding character of the center 3(g) of the enveloping algebra 
of g; xn depends only on the W(g, h) orbit of 1. Define 
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Prim., U(g) = (I c U(g) (two-sided) primitive ideal, In 3(g) = ker I.,} 
R.; = {a E R,, / (a. A‘, > 01. 
n,, = simple roots of R.r, S., = (reflections S, 1 a E L’, }, 
IS’-, = W(R.,). the integral Weyl group. 
(2.2) 
The Bruhat order on I&‘, is written <. 
Now choose a positive root system 
A+ =A+(g.t))I>-R:; (2.3) 
that is. we assume 1 is negative. As was first shown in [ 13 ], the particular 
choice of A + will not affect any of the results on primitive ideals; this is also 
clear from ] 141. Put 
(a) b=h+n. A(n, b) = A +. 
(b) Mb) = U(g) 0 Cumo. 
(c) I!.@) = irreducible quotient of Mb). 
(d) I@) = annihilator of Lb) in U(g), 
(e) I(,$-) = annihilator of t(nlL) (H’ E w, ), 
(f) Urc,A) = &,I., a ?‘.,, M(d) I ()I’ E W,). 
(2.4) 
Here the second equation in (a) defines n, so that b is a Bore1 subalgebra; 
M@) is a Verma module; I@) is a primitive ideal; and the integers a,.,,. of (f) 
are defined by this equation (in some Grothendieck group), the formal 
character of L(nyL). 
THEOREM 2.5 191. The map u+ I(w) = Ann L(wA) (cf. (2.4(e))) from 
W-, to Prim, U(g), is surjective. 
The best answer to the problem of determining Prim., U(g) as a set is a 
simple description of the fibers of this map. When W-, is classical, this was 
done in a fairly reasonable way in [2]. As indicated in the introduction, we 
are less successful with the exceptional groups; but still one can say a lot. 
THEOREM 2.6 [ 161. Fix L E b* regular, and notation (2.1)-(2.4); and 
choose a dominant regular element x E b. For w E W,, set 
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a(w) = /A + I- GK dimension (L(wl)), 
a polynomial function on I)“; here a,.,,. is defined 641 (2.4)(f). 
(a) f(w) = f(w’) if and on/v if r(w) = c . r(rv’), for some positice 
constant c. 
(b) If r’(w) is deJned similarly using x’ E $. then r’(itt) = c’r(w) for 
some positive constant c’. If r,(w) is deflned similarly. with m replacing 
a(it,), then r,Jw) = 0 for m < a(w). 
(c) r(w) is a W.!-harmonic polwomial, and generates an irreducible 
representation o(w) E W, (with respect o the action of W., on S(t))). 
(d) a(w) is the lowest degree in which u(M~) occurs in S(t)), and it 
occurs exacti), once in this degree. 
(e) As w runs orer W.,, the r(w) gives bases of the various represen- 
tations a(ti*), subject on& to the repetitions described bjl (a) above. 
DEFINIUON 2.7. The polynomial r(w) E S(Q) described in Theorem 2.6 
is called the character polynomial of L(rvL). If I= I E Prim, U(g), put 
o(f) = a(w) E ti.1 
[cf. Theorem 2.6(c)], the Gofdie rank representation for I. 
DEFINITION 2.8 [ 15 1. Identify the group algebra !C [ W,,] with the group 
of formal complex combinations 
Make W,, x W., act by the regular representation: thus 
We regard the modules L.(~v,l) as elements of lC[ W.,]. A subspace V of 
C [ W., ] is called a-basal if it is the span of the I.( IVA) contained in it. 
PROPOSITION 2.9 [ 15, 24 I. In the setting of Theorem 2.6, suppose 
w, , IV? E W, . Then the following conditions are equitlalent: 
(b) L(w,J.) belongs to the minimal a-basal subspace of C[ W.,] 
containing L(rv,A) and inoariant by the left action of W., . 
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(Cl 7-h-e are sequences {z.,..., z,} G W.,, is ,,..., s,} G s.,, such [hat 
z. = )I’, , Z,! = II’, : L and for each i = l...., n, 
(Si. 1). L(z;_,A)=\‘c~L(z~). 
with CL, # 0. 
(d) There is a finite dimensional representation F of g, such that 
L(w;‘l) is subquotient of L(w;‘) @ F. 
Proof Since S, generates W.,, statement (c) is a reformulation of (b). 
The equivalence of (a), (b), and (d) is buried at various depths in [ 15 ] and 
1241; the main thing needed in addition to [ 24 1 is the relation between 
characters of highest weight modules and Harish-Chandra modules, proved 
by Joseph in 1141 (and also by Enright and by I. Bernstein and S. Gelfand). 
The formulations of the next few results are largely due to Lusztig. Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION 2.10. Suppose 1~1,. \I’~ E W., . Under any of the conditions in 
Proposition 2.9, we say n*, Gr ~7~. We say n’, & ~3~ if and only if 
II’ , - ’ <,. w; ‘. Put 
‘F1;, = {w’ E w., 1 it” >,, w} = (II” E w., 1 Z(k) 2 f(w)}. 
Similarly, we define ‘pt,. The smallest preorder relation containing <,- and 
GR is called GLR ; that is, )v, & ~1: if and only if there is a sequence 
{z,,..., z,} c W.\, with K’,=z,,, IV,=Z,, and either zi-,&zi, or zi-, &zi. 
for all i between 1 and n. Define @” as above. The sets @k,, etc., are called 
the left, right, etc. cones ouer a’. Define ~1, Z, ~7~ if and only if I(w,) = I(w,); 
equivalently (by Proposition 2.9), if w, & rvZ Gr M’,. Similarly, define zR, 
zLR. The equivalence classes of z~. (respectively, z,, zLR) are called left 
(respectively right, two-sided) cells. The cells containing MI are written Fk,, 
Ft., FkR. Set 
(notation (2.8)) 
Similarly, we define all of these objects with a superscript R or LR. 
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COROLLARY 2.11 [ 151. The subspaces vk, and Kk. are invariant under 
the left action of W., on C:[ W.,]; so Vk,. carries a natural representation of 
W., . Similarly, Vt. carries a representation of W.\, and V”,! a double 
representation. We have 
0 v,. z c 1 W.l], 
cellsV JL 
with any choice of superscript L, R or LR; this is as a left, right, or double 
representation accordingly. 
The last assertion is the only one which is not clear from Proposition 2.9 
and the definitions, and it follows from the fact that the associated graded 
representation of a filtered representation of a finite group is isomorphic to it 
(.though not naturally). 
DEFINITION 2.12. Suppose I = 10~) E Prim, U(g). The left cell represen- 
tation of W., associated to I or )t’ is V”,,: the double cell representation is 
V:;P. Suppose 0,. o2 E ti., . We say 0, GLR oz if u, 0 o, (the double represen- 
tation) occurs in Vl;P, and oJ? @ u? in vk,“. Thus u, zLR u2 if and only if 
u, @ u, and u2 @ u? occur in a common Vf;“. The double cells in I@, are the 
s,.~ equivalence classes. Consider the multiset (set with multiplicities) 
((dim u)u 1 u E I@{}. A PI (for primitive ideal) cell in this multiset is a 
submultiset (m,u) such that C m,u is a left cell representation (or, 
equivalently, a right cell representation) of W.,. Write P(p’“) for the cell 
attached to a left cell ‘CL. Clearly. 
I&‘, = U (double cells in @.,), 
((dim UN I = ,eft 2. ;v, VL ). 
LEMMA 2.13. Suppose m > 0, x E b. For p = &C+., c,M( yA) E @ [ W., ], 
define 
Then r,,, is a W.,-map from I”L [W,,] with the right action, to the obvious W., 
action on S($). The left action of W., on C[ W,] corresponds to changing x in 
the definition of r,,,(p). 
This is obvious. 
DEFINITION 2.14. For u E @‘i, define a(u) to be the smallest integer m 
such that u occurs in .Sm(h). 
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COROLLARY 2.15. Suppose I = Z(w) E Prim, U(g), and (5 = o(Z) is the 
Goldie rank representation of I (Definition 2.7). Then a(u) = a(w) = 
iA+ 1 - Gk dimension (L(wA)). If u’ <I-R u (Definition 2.12), then a(a’) < 
a(u). If a(u’) = a(u). then u’ = u. 
This is a formal consequence of Theorem 2.6 and Lemma 2.11. 
COROLLARY 2.16. Each double cell in fi-, contains e.xact[ll one Goldie 
rank representation u; it is characterized as having the minimum a(u) in the 
double cell. Each PI cell contains exactly one Goldie rank representation. 
and it has multiplicity one. 
Our terminology has been dangerously reminiscent of that used b) 
Kazhdan and Lusztig in [ 17). This cannot be completely justified. However, 
we will show that whenever the Kazhdan-Lusztig conjecture for the 
character formula for highest weight modules is valid, then the terminology 
is consistent. (The only gap is that we cannot show that every PI cell is a 
cell in Lusztig’s sense [ 191.) This conjecture holds, for example. when 
I?, = d(g. b) (that is, when 1 is integral) thanks to the work of Brylinski and 
Kashiwara and Beilinson and Bernstein 13. 71. To avoid confusion in 
general, one must remember that the various definitions (of GL and so on) 
given here depend not only on the abstract Coxeter group W.,, but also on g 
and A. Conjecturally this dependence is trivial. but this has not yet been 
proved completely. We will show, for example, that the double cells in @., 
depend only on the Coxeter group structure; but the question of determining 
6, on U’., is much more subtle. and our techniques are probably not 
sufficient to treat it. 
DEFINITION 2.17. Suppose t\’ E W., . Put 
R.;(w)= {ClER.: lda@RR:}. 
rr, ( w) = R .: ( a’) c-’ ZZ, .
the left and right r~invariants of II’ (notation (2.2)). We often identify I,. 
or rR(i\‘) with the corresponding subset of S.,. 
LEMMA 2.18. Suppose II’ E W,, s E S., . Then 
I(w) = l(w) + 1. s tz r,(w). 
= 1(w) - I, s E SR(W). 
This is well known and very simple. 
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PROPOSITION 2.19 [6,9]. The right 5 invariant rR(w) depends only on 
the primitive ideal I(w); and the resulting map 
r: Prim., U(g) -+ subsets of S., or n., 
is an order-preserving homomorphism, 
PROPOSITION 2.20 [ 12 I. Suppose s E S., . and w E W., . 
(a) Suppose s E rR ( IV). Then 
(1, s) . L(d) = -L(wl) 
in fi1 1 W., 1 (Definition 2.8). 
(b) Suppose s 6Z rR( w). Then 
Here ,ui(y, IV) is a non-negative integer. Similar results hold on the left, with 
r, replaced by rL , and (I, s) by (s. 1). 
It should be observed that the assertions on the left and right have very 
different proofs. If one uses the correspondence with characters of complex 
groups, however. the symmetry is recovered. 
COROLLARY 2.21 (Duflo). Suppose w E W., , s E S,, and s E rL(w). 
Then ~1%’ z$. CI’. 
Unfortunately, the relations of Corollary 2.21 fail to generate & (see 
1241). 
THEOREM 2.22 [17]. There is a (combinatorially dejked) function 
,u(1’. a) on w., x w.,. with the following properties. 
(a) ,u(y, 11’) =~U(M’, y) is a non-negative integer; it is zero unless 
I(?,) - I(w) is odd. 
(b) If NT,, is the longest element of W-, , then 
,u( y, n*) = p( 12’0 )I’, w. )‘) = ,a( WI’“. yvo). 
(c) Suppose the (conjectural) Kazhdan-Lusztig character formulas 
hold for all L(wA). e.g., if A is integral; see [ 7 1. If y < w E W., , s E S.,. 
s E rR( y), and s @ r,(w), then ,u(~; w) = ,uu;(( y, IV). and ,u(ws. w) = 1. 
48 I ,80.? 6 
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Without the Kazhdan-Lusztig conjecture, it is not even clear that 
,u;( .r, ,v) = yi’(y, w) = &“(y, IV) when all are defined. 
COROLLARY 2.23. Suppose the Kazhdan-Lusztig conjecture holds for all 
L(w1). Then the ordering Gr (and related notation) defined above using 
primitive ideals, coincides with the corresponding ordering (also written &) 
defined in 117 1. 
This is just a combination of Theorem 2.22(c), Proposition 2.20(b), and 
Proposition 2.9(c). Since the result is included only to soothe the readers 
already familiar with the Kazhdan-Lusztig ordering, we will not repeat its 
definition here. 
COROLLARY 2.24. Suppose the Kazhdan-Lusztig conjecture holds for all 
L (w1). Then 
and similarly for &, &. In particular, there is a well-defined order- 
reversing involution of Prim., U(g), I + I”o; it is given by 
I( wp = I( ww,). 
Lusztig has pointed out that this involution has a very simple description on 
the level of the Weyl group representations of Definition 2.12. 
PROPOSITION 2.25 (Lusztig). Suppose the Kazhdan-Lusztig conjecture 
holds for all L(wA). Then (notation (2.12)) 
as W., representation; and similarly for VR, VLR. Here sgn denotes the sign 
character w + (- 1 )I(“” of W.,. The isomorphism is natural. There is a non- 
natural isomorphism 
IConsequently, if (m,u) is a PI cell (Definition 2.12), then so is 
(m,(a @ sgn)) 1. In particular, @ sgn defines a <,,-reversing involution of 
% . 
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Proof: Vt, has a natural basis (L(zl) ] z E %‘i,}. By Theorem 2.22(c), an 
element s E S, acts by 
s . L(d) = -L(zA), s E TL(Zl) 
(2.26) 
=L(zi)+ y- p(u, z), s cz rr(zd). 
?‘ E @ H SEr,.(Y) 
We give (Vf;.)* @ sgn the dual basis d(z), and set D(z) = (--I)““d(z). Then 
s acts on this basis by the negative transpose of the matrix above, with the 
(.r. z) entry multiplied by (-1) ‘(\‘)+“” By Theorem 2.22(a), this is . 
s . D(z) = L(zl) + x, ,u(I’, z)L($)), s E 5[.(Z) 
Y E “,, 
S470’) 
= -L(zA), s G S[,(Z). 
Send D(z) to L(zw,l). Since (%?k,) M’,, = gk.,, by Corollary 2.24, this is a 
vector space isomorphism of (V”,.) * @ sgn onto Vk,,,,. Since 
comparison of the two formulas above with Theorem 2.22(b) shows that the 
isomorphism intertwines the action of s. Since S, generates W,,, this proves 
the first assertion. Since every representation of W., is rational and therefore 
self-dual, the last claim follows. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2.21. Suppose W, has an exceptional factor, and CJ is simple. 
Then the Kazhdan-Lusztig conjecture holds for all L(wJ). 
We only sketch the proof, which is a straightforward application of the 
methods of [ 121. By a reduction to a smaller algebra, we may assume R, 
spans lj. If R., = d(g, h), we are done by [ 71. Otherwise, one checks easily 
that g is of type E,, and R, is E, @ A, or E, 0 A,. Suppose (which is the 
only difficult case) that R, z E, 0 A,, and that w = (w,, st) 
(rrl, E W(E,), (s, t) = S,l n W(A,)) lies in MT,,. It is easy to check that 
L(wt1) = L((w,, s)A.) satisfies the conjecture, since (w,, s) is in the Weyl 
group of the parabolic subgroup of type E, x A, ; one reduces to the result in 
[7] for E, x A,. If y < (nj,:s), then .r is of the form (w?,s) or (nVZ, l), so 
f @ r,&). so 
(1, t) * L(MJfJ) = L(wt1) + L(w1) 
by Proposition 2.20(b). This computes the character of L(wA) explicitly. 
Q.E.D. 
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When W., has no exceptional factors, we will rely on the results of 121: 
and when there are such factors. the lemma allows us to apply 
Proposition 2.25. 
PROPOSITION 2.28. The double cell decompositions of I@, and W,, the 
left cell decomposition of W., , and the notion of Goldie rank representation. 
depend only on W, as an abstract Coxeter group (and not on g and ,I). 
Proof. We may assume g is simple. When all simple factors of W., are 
classical, the objects in question were explicitly described in [ 21, using only 
the Coxeter group structure. If W., has an exceptional factor, the result 
follows from Lemma 2.27. Q.E.D. 
One would like also to have the corresponding result for the ordering Gr 
on I+‘,, corresponding to containments of primitive ideals. 
THEOREM 2.29. The equivalence relation zLR on tit., is exactly the one 
described by Lusztig in [ 191: that is, tbuo representations are equivalent, if 
and only ly they belong to cells in the sense of [ 191 iuith a common special 
representation. The Goldie rank representations are exactly the special 
representations in the sense of [ 18 ] or [ 191. 
For classical groups, this is contained in 121; for exceptional groups. the 
proof will be given in Section 5. The equivalence relation is described in 
detail in 121 or [ 191 for the classical Weyl groups: two representations are 
equivalent exactly when their symbols in Lusztig’s sense have the same 
underlying set. (This is not particularly easy to describe in clasical terms 
except for A ,, , where the equivalence classes each have just one element.) For 
exceptional groups the equivalence classes are tabulated in [ 19 1; in G?. for 
example. there are three classes: the trivial representation, the sign represen- 
tation. and everything else. 
3. INDUCTION AND RESTRICTION 
In this section, we study the relation between primitive ideals for g and 
those for parabolic subalgebras. This will provide some basic information on 
the orderings of W., and @.,, which can then be greatly sharpened by 
applying Proposition 2.25. We begin with some standard results on the coset 
structure of W,I. Fix a subset S-:E S, (notation (2.2)), or equivalently. 
fl.y z U.,. Possibly after modifying our choice (2.3) of A’, we may fix a 
parabolic p in g so that 
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bGp=m+u (m 2 lj reductive, u c n nilpotent), 
fl,, n d(m, 0) = n.?. 
R.y=R,InA(m,t))=span ofIZ.Tin R,I, 
W.y = IV., I? W(m, $) = W(R.T), 
(3.1) 
Mm@) = U(m) 0 1C,-,, 
bflm 
L “(,u) = irreducible quotient of Mm@), 
Im@) = annihilator of L’“(U) in U(m), 
/.I”=; -7 I a,P"=P-Prn, 
nsd t1m.h) 
Z”‘(LV) = annihilator of Lrn(~jd) 
(3.2) 
The main thing to notice here is that the definition of M”‘(U) differs from that 
given for g: here we translate ,D, not by half the sum of A ‘(m, b), but by half 
the sum of A ’ (g, h). This changes nothing serious (since p -pm is orthogonal 
to the roots of h in m), and avoids introducing some shifts later. 
The relations between m and g that we need come from 
PROPOSITION 3.3 (see [ 121). Suppose w E W., and y E W,yw. 
(4 a?,,,. = a,,,,.. 
(b) L(w1) is a quotient of U(g) Q, L”(wL). 
(c) Suppose z E wT;w satisfies (a, ~1) > Ofor all a E (R.y)+. Then 
a; ,,’ = a;z-, .,,‘z-I. 
LEMMA 3.4. The following conditions on an element z E W., are 
equioalent. 
(a) For all a E (R.:) ‘, (a, zi) > 0. 
(b) rL(z) C-I IZ’J = 0. 
(c) l(z) is minimal among all (l(w) 1 w E wY;z). 
Write Wf; for the set of such z. Then the multiplication map 
is bijectiue. 
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This is elementary and well known. 
DEFINITION 3.5. Let q,: WI + IV’J be the map defined by am = J 
(y E q, z E Wf,). Similarly we define rcR : W, + WI;: thus 
RR(W) = 7r,(w-‘)-I. 
LEMMA 3.6. Suppose w E W.{, and y = n,(w). 
(a) There are jinite dimensional representations F, and F, of m so 
that L”(wA) is a subquotient ofL”(yA) OF,, and L”(yA) ofL”(w1) 0 F,. 
(b) ZfL”‘(,u) is a subquotient ofL(wA) or of U(g) @,L”(wJ.), (as an m 
module), then there is a Jinite dimensional representation F of m so that 
LY,u) occurs in L’“(wA) @ F. 
(c) L”‘(w1) is a subquotient ofL(wA). 
Prooj Part (a) is the translation principle for m (which was already used 
implicitly, in the proof of Proposition 3.3(c)). For (b), Proposition 3.3(b) 
allows us to consider only U(g) 0, Lm(wk). The claim follows, with 
F = Sm(g/p) for some m. Part (c) is also clear from this: in fact Lm(wA) is 
the m-submodule of L(wA) generated by the highest weight vector. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 3.7. The map rtl. : W., -+ q respects the ordering GR ; so 7cR 
respects &. In particular, 
Thus xR defines an order homomorphism from Prim, U(g) to 
Prim .I-p(u) WO 
Proof This follows from Proposition 2.9(d) and Lemma 3.6. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3.8. Let cLc be the preorder induced on Wk z W.1 W., by the 
Bruhat order <; that is, we require that if w,, w? E W,, and I, # z2 E Wt, 
and w,z, < wzzz, then z, cLrzZ. Then <Lc is an order (that is, there are no 
cycles). 
This is a standard fact about Coxeter groups; geometrically, it 
corresponds to the relation between the cell decompositions of G/B and G/P. 
DEFINITION 3.9. Write cLc for the preimage on WA of the order <Lc on 
W: 2 q\ W., . That is, if wi E fl, zi E Wi, 
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LEMMA 3.10. Suppose y, w E W.I, s E S-7, and &(y, w) is defined 
(Proposition 2.20(b)). 
(a) rfyw-’ E WI;, then 
(the corresponding integer for m). 
(b) If~‘,v-’ 6C wl;, and &(y, w) # 0, then y <Lc w. 
Proof: This follows from Propositions 2.20(b) and 3.3(c). Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 3.11. Supposk y, w E W,, yw-’ E WT, and n,(y)<, 
zL(w). Then y Gr w. In particular, if %?tI is the left cell for w 
(DeJnition 2.10), and z E Wf;, then 
7rL(Fk, n wyz) = @,“;L u f.. u %y”, 
a union of left cells in q. So 
a union of left cells (counted with the multiplicity with which they appear in 
the image of n,,). The corresponding left cell representations (Definition 2.12) 
satisfy 
Similar results hold with L replaced by R. 
This result (which appears as Proposition 13 in [2]) is a consequence of 
Lemmas 3.10 and 3.8, and the formula (2.26) for Vk,; the last isomorphism 
is obtained by filtering Vt, using <Lc. 
COROLLARY 3.12 (Joseph). Suppose y, w E W.\, yw-’ E W,:. Then 
r”@,(Y)) g r”bL(W)) * Z(Y) G I(w). 
This should be compared with Corollary 3.7. If ST consists of a single 
element, then Corollary 3.7 is Proposition 2.19, and Corollary 3.12 is 
Corollary 2.2 1. 
We turn now to the problem of induction from m to g. Fix w E WT, W.,, 
and consider the right cone gz,R c q (Definition 2.10). We want to 
describe pt. c W,, . By Proposition 3.3(a) 
L(Wd) = Wg) T Lm(wk) = v a,“.+M(yA). 
?fTk 
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So if zE Wf;, 
= u(Q) y Lm(WZJ’), 
which contains L(wz~) as a subquotient by Proposition 3.3(b). By 
Proposition 2.9(b) and Definition 2.10, w GR wz. Suppose y E W,:, and 
uV GR y. By the argument just given, J GR J’Z; so w GR J'Z. This shows that if 
x E W., , then, 
n,(x)> wax>w. 
R R 
Corollary 3.7 is the converse, so we find 
et. = (s E w., / Q(X) $ w } 
(3.13) 
= (q!.“) wf; (w E W-T). 
By Lemma 3.6(b), any composition factor of U(Q) 0, L”(xA) is of the form 
L(y;L), with 7cL(y) >R n&). By a simple induction, we conclude that 
(u(Q) F L*(.xl) 1 x E @‘ff.} is a basis of Ft,. (3.14) 
The right action of W, is easy to compute in this basis; so we find: 
PROPOSITION 3.15. Suppose w E W-J’, Then 
(a) @‘“,. = G?z*” W:. 
(b) vf. 2 Ind~:$(~~~R). 
Similar statements hold with R replaced by L. 
For the last statement, one uses the fact that L and R can always be 
interchanged, using the interpretation in terms of Harish-Chandra modules 
for a complex group. The proof given here of the first statements is not 
symmetric in L and R. 
DEFINITION 3.16. Suppose 1%’ E W;l. The cone @f, is called an induced 
(right) cone from m to g, because of Proposition 3.15. The cell @‘“, is called 
an induced (right) ceil. 
Proposition 3.15 is a complete description of induced cones; it allows one 
to pass from information about GLR for fi to similar information for k.,, 
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using only ordinary induction for finite groups. The situation for cells is not 
so satisfactory. We begin by explaining (following Lusztig) what the answer 
should be like, and then give some ad hoc techniques which make it possible 
to do calculations. 
DEFINITION 3.17. Suppose u E tii/.,. Let u,, be the unique Goldie rank 
representation in the same double cell as o (cf. Corollary 2.16). Put 
(notation (2.14)). 
By Corollary 2.1’6, a^,,(~) < a(u), with equality exactly when u is a Goldie 
rank representation. 
PROPOSITION 3.18. Suppose w E @,y. Write If:‘” for the left cell 
representation, and 00” for the unique Goldie rank representation of m 
occurring in it. Similarly define Vf;, and u,, for W., (using w). 
(a) a(w) = a:,, (notation as in Theorem 2.6). 
(b) a(uJ = a’“(ur) (notation (2.14)). 
(c) v-k.? K‘ 
,a,, 
(dim Hom,r;t(u I+ Vz’“))u. 
dp,W =c$~b,m) 
as a representation of W.,. 
Proof. Theorem 2.6(b) shows how to compute a(w) from the character of 
L(i+‘A); so (a) follows from Proposition 3.3(a). Part (b) is Corollary 2.15 and 
(a). For (c), we know that Vk, is obtained from v”, by removing various Vt 
with f(g) 3 I. If Z(J) 2 Z()v), then Z(JI) # I(w) if and only if 
GK dim L(yA) < GK dim L(wA); 
that is, a(y) > a(w). Now if u occurs in V:, then 
4,(u) = a(y); (3.19) 
this is substantially the definition (by Corollary 2.16). So (c) is a conse- 
quence of Proposition 3.15(b). Q.E.D. 
This proposition is pretty but not decisive; one of our aims is to compute 
the double cells in I&‘,, and gp,(u) is defined in terms of these unknown cells. 
We will state now the answer (confirming a conjectire of Lusztig). The proof 
amounts to a case-by-case computation of both side separately. To formulate 
the result, we need to recall a definition from [ 181; we refer to that paper for 
details. Let W be a Weyl group; and for each prime power q, let G(q) be a 
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split Chevalley group over F, with Weyl group W. Let B(q) be a Bore1 
subgroup of G(q). To each c E I$‘, one can associate canonically a complex 
representation (a) E d(q), having a B(q)-fixed vector. There is a polynomial 
~7~ (independent of q) such that 
dim X(U) = 5Jq). 
Then c(a) is defined to be the degree of the lowest degree term in p,. (Since 
G(q) is not canonically associated to W, this is not obviously well defined; 
but in fact it is.) These numbers (and even the polynomials FV,) are explicitly 
computed in all cases (see [ 181). 
THEOREM 3.20. For any a E We,, up, = a-(u) (notation (3.17) and 
118th 
This follows from Theorem 2.29 (if one keeps in mind the explicit values 
of G(u) given in [ 18 I). 
COROLLARY 3.2 1. Suppose the Kazhdan-Lusztig character formulas 
hold for all L(wll). Then every cell in the sense of Lusztig [ 191 is a PI cell. 
Proof: Lusztig’s cells (by definition) are obtained either by induction 
from a parabolic as in Proposition 3.18(c), with a’ replacing aa,; or by 
tensoring such a cell with the sign representation of W.,. Both operations 
preserve PI cells (in the latter case by Proposition 2.25). Q.E.D. 
We turn now to methods for computing a’p,. 
LEMMA 3.22. The map u + tip,(u), from (q,,, <,,) to (N, <) is order 
preserving. If u, GLR u2 and u, x,, uz, then Cr,(u,) < a’p,(uz). 
This is a consequence of Corollary 2.15 and the definitions. 
LEMMA 3.23. Suppose u:E W,y is a Goldie rank representation, 
a’: E WY. and a’: aLR 0,“. Fix u E W,. 
(a) tip,(u) < a(u), with equality exactly when u is a Goldie rank 
representation. 
(b) If u occurs in Ind$,(u,), then Cr,,(u) > t?,“l(uT) > ~?,“,(a~) = ~“‘(a:). 
(c) Forjixed a!, there is exactly one u,, E We1 which occurs in Ind(u:) 
and satisfies ~(a,,) = a”(ut). This uO is a Goldie rank representation. 
Proof. Part (a) has already been observed (after Definition 3.17). Parts 
(b) and (c) are contained in Propositions 3.18 and 3.15, and Lemma 3.22. 
Q.E.D. 
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DEFINITION 3.24. Suppose a: E I@~y occurs exactly once (and not more 
often) in degree a”(~:) in S(h). (This will be the case if a: is a Goldie rank 
representation, by Theorem 2.6(d)). Let crO be the unique element of m,I 
which occurs in Ind~A,(u,“), and satisfies a(~,) = ~“‘(a,“). (This exists by 
1201; for Goldie rank &presentations it is Lemma 3.23(c).) Write 
u. = j$(u~) = j m(u2) = j(ur); 
we call j truncated induction. 
The condition imposed on at is empty except in types DZn, E,, and E, 
151. For type A,-, , truncated induction is very familiar: if W-T corresponds 
to a partition <= (<, > rz > ..a) of n (that is, if W.T is of type A,,-, @ em.) 
then 
j(sgn”) = ul, 
the representation of the symmetric group attached to the partition r. 
COROLLARY 3.25 (Joseph). The class of Goldie rank representations of 
Weyl groups is closed under truncated induction. 
To make sense of this, we need to recall Proposition 2.28. 
4. ORBITAL INTEGRALS 
Let L I 1 denote the nilpotent cone in g *, the dual of the Lie algebra g. (We 
may speak of nilpotent elements in g * by identifying g with g* using an 
invariant bilinear form.) Fourier inversion of nilpotent orbital integrals on 
the Lie algebra is equivalent to the corresponding problem on the group, so 
we consider only the former. Recall Harish-Chandra’s invariant integral 
cp(9*)- cYt,*Yv- 4f (4.1) 
[25, Chap. 81). The complexification of $* regarded as a real vector space is 
$*Ob*; so the real linear constant coefficient differential operators on h* 
may be identified with S(t)* @ h*) = S(t)*) @ S(t)*). 
DEFINITION 4.2. Suppose u,, E TA occurs exactly once in degree a(~,-,) 
in S(l)*) (Definition 2.14). Let u E W be the (irreducible) representation of 
W it generates there, and V, E S(h*) the corresponding subspace. Let 15, = 
L, c V,, @ V, c S(h*) @ S(h*) be the unique line on which the diagonal 
Weyl group acts trivially. Fix some non-zero element DC0 = D, of ~5,~; we 
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regard DO0 as a differential operator on h* with constant coefficients as 
above. Dgn is called the dtjjferential operator attached to u,, (or 0). 
DEFINITION 4.3. A representation c E I@ is called a generalized Goldie 
rank representation if there is a regular A E h* and a Goldie rank represen- 
tation co E e,\, such that (T is obtained from u, as in Definition 4.2. 
Since the set of possible I+‘, depends on the root system. and not just on 
W. the set of generalized Goldie rank representations does as well. Since we 
know all Goldie rank representations. and all possible W., can be deter- 
mined, we know all generalized Goldie rank representations. In fact (by 
Theorem 2.29), they have already been studied by Lusztig; and we have 
COROLLARY 4.4 (of Theorem 2.29). The set of generalized Goldie rank 
representations is the set denoted .Flv in [ 181, which we might call 
generalized special representations. 
Springer [22] has defined an injective correspondence from orbits in I 
(that is, nilpotent conjugacy classes) to representations of W. Lusztig and 
Alvis (I 1, using work of several people, have recently completed the explicit 
calculation of this correspondence, in terms to the known classifications of 
both sides. (For classical groups this may be found in [ 181). In particular, 
they prove 
THEOREM (4.5 (Alvis and Lusztig [ 11). The image of the Springer 
correspondence is exactly T,+,,. . 
This suggests the following conjecture. 
Conjecture 4.6. Let F be an orbit in. I -, o E L ?,+, c I$’ the corresponding 
representation, and D, the associated differential operators (Definition 4.2). 
Then the distribution 
f- [D&J(O) 
(notation (4.1)) is an invariant measure on y. 
This is not quite as unfounded as it might first appear. It is quite easy to 
see that the distribution in question is supported on ..I -, and has the same 
homogeneity degree as the invariant measure. Furthermore, Harish-Chandra 
has shown that the invariant measure is of this general form, possibly with 
some other differential operator replacing D,. When /r = (0) (so that cr is 
the sign representation, and D, is an appropriate product of the roots), the 
formula 
f(O) = U’,&))(O) 
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is the main step in the proof of the Plancherel theorem for complex reductive 
groups. (An identical argument computes the Fourier transform of P from 
D, in general, given the conjecture. We will therefore say no more about 
Fourier inversion as such.) Our main result on orbital integrals is 
THEOREM 4.7. Conjecture 4.6 is true whenever Cr is a special nilpotent 
orbit in a classical algebra. When 9 is an exceptional algebra, Conjecture 4.6 
is always true, except perhaps in E, for the two orbits of dimension 202 and 
the non-induced orbit of dimension 188. These have DJtnkin diagrams 
1010010 100101 0001001 
0 0 0 
The first assertion is established in [2], and the second will be proved in 
Section 5. We now recall how this theorem is related to the study of 
primitive ideals. 
THEOREM 4.8 121. To each w E W.\, we can associate a closed Ad- 
invariant subset . 7;. G. I -, of dimension 2(14 ’ 1 - a(w)) (cf: Theorem 2.6). 
Write 
for the orbits of dimension 2(1 A + 1 - a(w)) in L I i,. Then c I ,, carries a natural 
Ad-invariant signed measure p,,.; and p,,, is positive on at least one of the 
I ‘I,,. If o(w) is defined by Definition 2.7, then we have for f E CF(g *), 
(DeJintion 4.2), for an appropriate normalization of Do,,,., . The set c ?i, 
depends only on the double cell of w in W., (Dejinition 2.10); and, up to 
positive scalar multiples, the same in true for p,,.. The map w -+ L TL, is order 
reversing for GLR (DeJntion 2.10). Finally, write gr(Z(,u)) for the associated 
graded ideal in S(g), and 7 ‘(gr(I(tts))) for its associated variety in the 
maximal spectrum g* of S(g). Then 
and the first two terms have the same dimension. 
This is proved by looking at representations of a complex group with Lie 
algebra g; 7;. is Howe’s wavefront set [ 111 of a representation naturally 
attached to 1~ and A. and the statements about ,u,,. come from study of the 
behavior of its character near the identity. 
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COROLLARY 4.9. Suppose o E <p;, G W. Then the distribution 
0, = (f- PAfl(W 
is a linear combination of invariant measures on hilpotent orbits. Conversely, 
the invariant measure on any nilpotent orbit p is a linear combination of the 
various L?,, with o E .,?,+., and a(o) = i(dim g/h - dim F). 
Proof: The first assertion is Theorem 4.8 and Corollary 4.4. For the 
second, Theorem 4.5 implies that there are exactly 1 ?i. ] nilpotent orbits. (Of 
course, this fact is much more elementary than the full result of Theorem 
4.5). So it is enough to observe that the various R, are linearly independent 
distributions. This is easy to check, for example, by computing their Fourier 
transforms. The statement about a(u) follows by inspection of homogeneity 
degrees. Q.E.D. 
Because of Theorem 4.8, the following conjecture would imply Con- 
jecture 4.6. 
Conjecture 4.10 (Borho, Jantzen, Joseph). 7 ‘(gr(l(ry))) is the closure of 
the orbit corresponding to u()Y) in the Springer correspondence. 
This has been completely proved only for St(n) and small g, and seems to 
be quite difficult. Therefore we will confine our attention to c FL,,, which is less 
natural, but easier to compute. The most pleasant feature of I 7:. is that it 
behaves well under induction. 
PROPOSITION 4.11 [2]. In the setting of (3.1) and (3.2), suppose 
w E WI;; define. 7.: by Theorem 4.8 for m. Then 
L 7,. c Ad(G) . (< 7; + u). 
Here H = Ad(g), and u is the nil radical of the parabolic subalgebra under 
consideration. 
5. THE EXCEPTIONAL ALGEBRAS 
We have to prove Theorems 2.29 and 4.7 when g is an exceptional simple 
Lie algebra. We begin with Theorem 2.29. By Proposition 2.28, we may 
assume 1 is integral; so W,, = W. We will be a little sketchy, since the proofs 
consist mostly of consulting tables. More details are provided for FJ in an 
appendix, as an example. 
Step I. If two representations a,, a? of W lie in a common cell in the 
sense of [ 191, then u, z,, oz. 
This is proved case by case and representation by representation, starting 
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with the smaller groups and building up. At the same time, we keep track of 
the structure of some left cells as well as two-sided cells. More precisely, the 
inductive hypothesis we need is that if (6,) 6,, 6,) is a Lusztig equivalence 
class in $’ with exactly three elements, then any left cell containing 6, 
contains exactly one of (6,, S,]. So suppose first that Lusztig’s equivalence 
class for 0, and cr, is (o,, ozr u2}, with cr, special. By Proposition 2.25, we 
may, if necessary, replace o,, uZ by u, @ sgn, u2 @ sgn. Then Theorem 6 of 
[ 18 ] assures that we can find a maximal proper parabolic FV”‘s W (notation 
as in Section 3) and a special representation 6, E I@‘“, with u, = j(S,) 
(Definition 3.24). Case by case, one sees that 6, may be chosen in a three 
element double cell (6,, a,, S,}, with di occurring in uilrr.,,,. Since u, lc(.” 
contains 6, exactly once, Proposition 3.11 assures that if 0, + x m,u is a 
left cell representation, then (u, + x m,u)l ,,,m contains exactly one of 6, and 
6,) exactly once; and each possibility occurs for some left cell containing u, . 
By Lemma 3.23 (a), a(u) < ~(a,) whenever m, # 0. Using Alvis’s tables [26] 
for restricting to W”‘, one can check that this forces each left cell containing 
u, to contain exactly one of uz and u3, exactly once. (This seems to be 
something for nothing. The point is that the induction pushes the problem 
down into classical subalgebras. There this argument fails for three element 
double cells in B, and D,; and one needs to do some work, for example, as 
in the remaining cases below, to prove the claim.) 
So we may assume that Lusztig’s equivalence class for u has two, or more 
than three, elements. For G,, the primitive ideals are described in [6], and 
the desired result follows easily. In F, and E,, there is exactly one special 
representation u such that u is isomorphic to u @ sgn, and its equivalence 
class is the only one having either two or more than three elements. We may 
as well assume u = u, . Using Proposition 3.15 and Alvis’s tables, one checks 
in each case that cr, GLR u,. (That is, one writes u, = j(S,), and finds 
6, aLR 6 so that 6, occurs in uZIw,. ) Since uZ @ sgn is also in Lusztig’s 
equivalence class for u,, we have also u, GLR uZ @ sgn. By Proposition 2.25 
and the hypothesis u, g u, @ sgn, we conclude the u, aLR u?. So u, zLR u2. 
Exactly the same argument applies to the equivalence class of the Weyl 
group representation 4480,, in E,. In E,, we have to consider the classes of 
512:, 315:, and 315,. For the first, Lusztig’s class is {512:,512,}. By 
Proposition 3.15 applied to the E, parabolic, one computes 5 12, aLR 5 12;. 
Tensoring with sgn interchanges these two representations, so they are %‘LR 
equivalent. For 3 15:, we use the E, parabolic; then 315; =j(80,). So if 
6 E W(E,) and 6 Go, 80,, we can find a uE I@, with uzLR 315:, so that 6 
occurs in uIWfEs,. (This is a consequence of Proposition 3.11.) By inspection 
of Alvis’s tables, this forces everything in Lusztig’s equivalence class to be 
zLR equivalent to 3 15;. Tensoring with sign gives the result for 3 15,. In E,, 
we must consider the classes of 1400,, 1400,, 4096,, and their tensor 
products with sgn. (The remaining bad class, 4480,, has already been 
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considered.) Consider first 1400, and 1400,; and fix some u0 in the double 
cell of 3 15: in E,. Using Alvis’s tables, one lists all representations for E, 
which contain u,,, and eliminates all those which we already know to be in 
the same double cell as a Goldie rank representation other than 1400, and 
1400;. There will be just two left, say (o,, 02}; and this sets up a one-to-two 
correspondence between the double cell of 3 ISA, and the union of Lusztig’s 
equivalence classes of 1400, and 1400;. For (say) D,, we can prove 
(J, >LR 1400, by Proposition 3.15; and since 1400, aLR 1400, by the same 
proposition, it follows that u, tiL, 1400,. On the other hand, 
Proposition 3.11 assures that each of 1400, and 1400Z is in the same double 
cell as one of u, and a,; so u, zLR 1400,, u2 zLR 1400,. Tensoring with sgn 
treats 1400: and 14001. For 4096, and 4096;, one uses Proposition 3.15 to 
show that 4096Z GLR 4096,, and 4096: GLR 4096:. By Proposition 2.25, the 
reverse inequalities hold as well. 
Step II. If u, and u? are distinct special representations of W, then 
0, 6.R 02. 
Again we work case by case by induction on dim g. If u, and uZ are both 
obtained by truncated induction (from special representations) then they are 
both Goldie rank representations, and we are done. If u, @ sgn and uz @ sgn 
are both obtained by truncated induction, then u, @ sgn kLR uz @ sgn by the 
first case, so u, &LR u? by Proposition 2.25. Next, suppose there is a special 
u? f CJ, such that u, and u, are both obtained by truncated induction; and 
Then u, ti:rR uJ3 by the first case: so u, ;t(,, u2 a fortiori. Since most special 
representations are obtained by truncated induction, it is easy to verify 
(using Alvis’s tables) that we are always in one of these three cases. This 
completes the proof of Theorem 2.29. Q.E.D. 
We turn now to the proof of Theorem 4.7. The main tools are Theorem 4.8 
and Proposition 4.11: and we proceed case by case, by inspection of 
Dynkin’s tables in [lo]. By Proposition 4.11, we only have to consider the 
non-induced nilpotents (in the sense of [20]). By Corollary 4.9, we can also 
eliminate those cases in which there is only one nilpotent orbit of a certain 
dimension. This leaves only four orbits in E, : those omitted by the theorem, 
and one of dimension 200 and diagram 
0 
0100100 * 
The corresponding Springer representation is 420,.. This arises as a Goldie 
rank representation u(u’~) for W,, of type A, x A,, and )I’,, the long element 
of W., . Now let IV, be the long element of an A, x A, subsystem in W., . 
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Then w0 aLR w, , so L ‘i,, G-,F~,,,. By Proposition 4.11, -TL,, is the closure of a 
certain 208 dimensional Richardson orbit. By calculations of Spaltenstein 
[21], it follows that C,F;,, does not contain the other 200 dimensional 
nilpotent orbit; so L I;, must be exactly the orbit we want. The result now 
follows from Theorem 2.8. Q.E.D. 
To treat the remaining three orbits, this idea is definitely inadequate: they 
cannot be distinguished by knowledge of which closures of larger orbits 
contain them. 
6. OPEN PROBLEMS 
The discussion in Section 4 of the connections among nilpotent orbits, 
primitive ideals, and the Springer correspondence, raises many more 
questions. One hint of what else is going on is this. 
Conjecture 6.1. Fix M’ E W.*, and write 
V = (Ind::., Ft.) @ sgn 
(notation (2.10)). Then, as a representation of W, the coordinate ring of the 
scheme-theoretic intersection .,FT,, n b contains V. By [8], this is true for type 
A; and in fact equality holds. For other types, equality cannot hold since V 
does not depend only on -,Fy,, . Possibly the coordinate ring is some sort of 
maximum of all possible V. 
Obviously one would like a detailed knowledge of the actual fibers of the 
map )Y + I(M?); that is, of the left cells in W,, . It is not clear how to formulate 
a conjecture along these lines. As a start, however, one might try to compute 
the left cells as Weyl group representations. This is done by Proposition 3.18 
for induced cells, and Proposition 2.25 does it for the opposite kind of cell. 
Lusztig has suggested that all left cells are of one of these two forms, up to 
isomorphism. For supporting evidence, we have: 
PROPOSITION 6.2. Suppose a,P are adjacent roots in n., [cJ (2.2)] 
spanning an A,. Fix w E W., ) and suppose a E tR(w), /3 @ rR( w). Then Pk, 
(DeJnition 2.10) is contained in the domain of T,, [24]; and T,, defines a 
bijection 
T I,. nb : c#L + p F,d( WI .
The induced isomorphism Vf, -+ V$,D,,,., respect the action of W:, . If a and /I 
span a B,, identical results hold with T,, replaced by S,, [24]. 
This is easy to check; except for the W,, action, it is contained in [24] and 
the references there. 
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Conjecture 6.3 (Lusztig). Every left cell is isomorphic by a sequence of 
Tao’s (with u and p spanning an A,) or S,, ‘s to an induced left cell; or to a 
left cell opposite to an induced one in the sense of Proposition 2.25. 
This would imply Lusztig’s conjecture that the “cells” of [ 191 are 
exactly the left cells as Weyl group representations. One would also like to 
know how many left cells are in each of these equivalence classes. 
The Duflo map W., + Prim., U(g) is already surjective when restricted to 
involutions in W., ; and for type A, it is bijective there. It is therefore natural 
to ask to what extent this fails in other types. 
Conjecture 6.4. The number of elements w of order 2 in W., such that 
I(w) = I(M’,) is the number of irreducible constituents of the W., 
representations Vf;., .
This may even be obvious; at any rate it should be easy. 
APPENDIX: DETERMINATION OF THE DOUBLE CELLS 
IN THE WEYL GROUP OFF., 
The Weyl group W of type F, has 25 irreducible representations, which 
we will call n(l),..., 7r(25) (or simply 1, 2,...); we order them as in Alvis’s 
tables [ l]. A representation of the Weyl group W, of type B, (which we 
regard as a subgroup of w) is parametrized by an order pair (A,, A,), with A, 
a partition of p, AZ a partition of q, and p + q = 3. (This is described for 
example in [ 18, p. 3261.) Similarly, we regard the Weyl group W,, of type 
A, x A, as a subgroup of W (with the A, factor corresponding to a long 
root). A representation of W,? is also specified by a pair (1,) 1,) with A, a 
partition of 2 and & a partition of 3. For the reader’s convenience, we 
reproduce here (Tables AI and AII) Alvis’s tables in [26], for restricting a 
representation of W to W, or to W,Z. Each row corresponds to a represen- 
tation of W, and each column to the specified representation of the 
subgroup; the entries are then multiplicities. 
We also need to know the tables for restricting to the subgroups of type 
A, x A, and C,. These subgroups are obtained from the previous ones by 
applying the natural automorphism of FJ defined by reversing its Coxeter 
diagram. So it is enough to state how this automorphism, which we will call 
“flip,” permutes the 25 representations of W. We also need to know the 
result of tensoring with the sign representation, and the lowest degree in 
which each occurs in S(h) (Definition 2.14). This information is taken from 
[ 1. 5, 191, and tabulated in Table III. (In the last column, we have labelled 
the special representations. Each non-special one belongs to one of Lusztig’s 
cells (in the sense of [ 191) containing the indicated special one.) Finally, we 
need analogous tables for W, and W,? (see Tables AIV and AV). 
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We wish to show that each double cell in I&’ consists exactly of one 
special representation, and all the other representations associated to it by 
Lusztig (Table AIII). The double cell containing the sign representation n(4) 
of W corresponds to the primitive ideal of finite codimension, and so consists 
of n(4) alone. By Proposition 2.25, rc( 1) alone is a double cell. Consider next 
the double cell of n(17). Now ~(~(17)) = 1, and 7-c(17)IH’, contains 
QllrI). Since 4,tr-r-m = 1, L emma 3.23(c) implies that n(17) is 
a Goldie rank representation. Suppose some other n(k) belongs to the same 
double cell as 7r( 17). Then a’,,(n(k)) = a(n( 17)) = 1; so by Lemma 3.23(b), 
~(k)(,.~ cannot contain any u with cp,(u) > 1. By Table A4, this rules out all 
u except 























































































































The representations n(k) whose restriction to W, contains only those 4 
representations are 1, 2, 5, 7, and 17. By restricting to W(C,), we can rule 
out 2 (since flip(2) = 3). We already know that x(l) is in a double cell by 
itself. On the other hand, the set 
is a left cell in W,. By Proposition 3.15, there is a left cell in F&‘, containing 
7c( 17), and contained in 















0 dim a 4J) 
CIXIIl~ 1 0 
(m.F) 2 l 
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This left cell, therefore, cannot contain rr 5); so it is either n( 17) or 
TC( 17) 0 n(7). Now 7r( 17)lwj contains ( dl s3 but does not contain 
either 
Therefore it is not a union of left cells for W,. By Proposition 3.11, 7r( 17) 
cannot be a left cell; so ~(17) 0 n(7) must be, and $7) belongs to the same 
double cell as rr(l7). Similarly, n(5) belongs to the same double cell as 
n( 17). It follows that ( 17, 5, 7) is a double cell. By Proposition 2.25, 
{ 20, 6, 8) is as well. 
Consider next the double cell of n( 10). We know that it cannot contain the 
representations 1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 17 or 20 whose double cells we already know. 
Now a(~(10 ) = 2, n(lO)lw, r> (n,m 
40, cd 
I), and (I [,I 1 I) is special, with 
) = 2. By Lemma 3.23(c), n( 10) is a Goldie rank representation. 
Suppose some z(k) belongs to the same double cell as ~(10). By Lemma 
3-W), Wlw, cannot contain any u with a’p[(a) > 2. These are 
The representations not ruled out in this way, or by being in known double 
cells, are 2, 10, 15, 18, and 21. Since flip(2)= 3, flip(l8)= 19, and 
flip(2 1) = 23, it follows that 2, 18, and 21 are ruled out by considering 





this rules out 15. So ~(10) is in a double cell by itself. By Proposition 2.25, 
n( 13) is as well. 
Next, consider the double cell containing n(23). We have 
a(@3))=3, @3)I,,s (q,m), and 4, (~,~)=3- 
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By Lemma 3.23(c), $23) is a Goldie rank representation. If n(k) belongs to 
the same double cells as x(23), then (by the argument above) n(23)lW1 cannot 
contain 
Since also k cannot be 1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 13, 17, or 20, the only remaining 
possibilities are 2, 14, 18, 21. and 23. Since flip(2) = 3 and flip(18) = 19, 2 
and 18 are ruled out by considering ~$k)(~,,,,. Finally, 7[( 14)11,.,2 contains 
so since 
Lemma 3.23(b) shows that 7r( 14) does not belong to the double cell of ~(23). 
Since flip(21) = 23, identical considerations show that ~(21) is a Goldie rank 
representation, containing at most $23) in its double cell. Since each double 
cell has exactly one Goldie rank representation, (7r(21)} and (~(23)) are 
each double cells. By Proposition 2.25, (22) and (24) are as well. 
Finally, we consider the double cell of n(16); we want to show that it 
contains all of the remaining representations: (2, 3, 9, 11, 12, 14, 15, 16, 18, 
19. 25 1. This set is closed under tensoring with sign: so by Proposition 2.25, 
it is enough to show that each element n(k) of it satisfies r(k) >LR IC( 16). 
Now 
u(7c( 16)) = 4. 7r( 16)(,-, 2 (u. R ), and apI - (%l-i)=l. 
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Proposition 3.15 shows that if 7~(k)l,+., contains any of these three represen- 
tations, then x(k) aLR 7c(l6). This applies to k = 3, 12, 15, 16, 19 and 25. 
Since flip(2) = 3, flip(l1) = 12, and flip(l8)= 19, the same argument with 
CV(C,) in place of W, applies to k = 2. 11, and 18; this leaves 14. Now 
Therefore, Proposition 3.15 shows that. since 
we have x( 14) >,.R n( 16). This completes the proof of Theorem 2.29 for F,. 
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